
CALM
A collection for peace & tranquility 

Our lives have become so hyper-connected that many of us suffer 

from over-stimulation. As a result, we want to spend more time in 

calming and nurturing environments, away from the hustle and bustle 

of the 21st century. Our CALM collection invites you to relax for a few 

moments and return to life with new-found energy to co-create a more 

inclusive and kind environment for all of us to prosper. 



Y2 
Dual i ty

According to the Yin & Yang 
interdependence philosophy, 
day cannot exist without night, 
and vice versa. Similarly, life 
cannot exist without death, 
and good cannot exist without 
evil. Interdependence is a 
crucial aspect of Yin Yang, as 
it emphasizes the importance 
of balance and harmony in all 
aspects of life.

In our interpretation of this 
concept, circular elements of 
dark and light represent the 
idea that these two forces are 
constantly in motion, flowing 
and changing in a never-
ending cycle.  



Y2
colourways

SunsetOchreOlive



MOONRISE 
Magical  night

There is something mystical 
about the moon, especially 
when she is fully illuminated 
in the dark sky. This magical 
atmosphere invites us to go 
inwards and connect with 
ourselves on a soul level. 
Are we still on our path 
to personal freedom and 
happiness or do we need to 
adjust the course? 



MOONRISE
colourways

PeaceStarseedMagic



CUMULUS
Alto

Clouds are a fascinating 
spectacle to gaze at all day, 
especially around magic hour. 

The layering and softness 
might as well remind us of the 
heavens perfect for a nursery 
or breastfeeding room.  

We could even customise the 
pattern to add a message that  
resonates with your people. 



CUMULUS
colourways

DystopiaUtopia Apocalypse



GATHER 
Togetherness

This is the energetic 
interpretation of how it feels 
when we gather together and 
exchange ideas and opinions 
with an open and curious 
mindset. 

It’s OK to have different points 
of view - only with an intention 
to understand each other, we 
will be able to live peacefully 
and find creative solutions that 
work best for everyone.

Freedom of expression and the 
celebration of individuality is 
our birthright. 



GATHER 
colourways   

ForestDesertSand



FIBONACCI 
Golden Rat io 

Like a windmill, our 
interpretation of Fibonacci’s 
spiral engages with the 
spectator playfully and 
optimistically.. This shape can 
be found in nature, i.e. the 
shape of a flower, pine cone, or 
even seashells.  

It is a phenomenon that 
when noticed, calms our 
nervous systems and lets us 
wonder about the miraculous 
organisation of our planet. 

 



FIBONACCI 
colourways   

NurtureHalcyonBl iss



JOURNEY 
Lighthearted 

Life is a constant journey 
and the most enjoyable way 
forward is to roll!
Whether you’re pushing 
a pram, riding a bike 
or operating a caravan. 
Sometimes we take the road 
of least resistance and other 
times it’s uphill all the way. 
Keeping our journeys colourful 
and uplifting is the true 
destination, right? 
This graphic is perfect for an 
EOT facility or long corridors.  



JOURNEY
colourways

TerracottaNato-OliveSunset



FOLIAGE 
Nature 

A minimal interpretation of 
abstract foliage and playful 
lines that lift the mood. 

This pattern was co-created  
with our friends at bokor for a 
medical centre. 

bokor architecture + interiors  
is a boutique architectural and 
interior design practice with 
extensive experience in the 
commercial, retail, residential, 
and health sectors.



FOLIAGE
colourways

Here & NowMorning-mistOl ive-branch



FABRICS
Upholstery & Cushions

BEAN BAGS
Adult & Kids

RUGS 
NZ wool

WALL COVERING
Medical, Commercial & Residential 

GLASS FILMS
Safety & Privacy Films 

ARTWORKS
Original/Digital/Printed

Our name is inspired by the zebra, the only animal to recognise it’s 

friends by their unique patterns.

We create visual stories as part of our product range. They inject 

deeper meaning and emotional connections with people. 

All our patterns are ready-to-specify on a variety of glass films, wall 

coverings, upholstery, handwoven rugs and artworks. 

Please contact us for customisations and commissioning.

email  info@studio-z.com.au

insta  @studiozdesign

web    studio-z.com.au

tel  +612 9188 7891

address Studio 1, 33 Epsom Road, Rosebery NSW 2018

G R A P H I C  D E S I G N  F O R  C O M M E R C I A L  S P A C E S


